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¥  Principle'1:' ' 'I'like'to'move'it!'
¥  Sa;sfac;on'in'movement'in'acquiring'‘goals’.'
'
¥  Principle'2:' ' 'I'like'to'move'it'with'you!'
¥  Sa;sfac;on'in'coordinated'interpersonal'
sensorimotor'acts,'e.g.'dancing'
¥  Together:' ' 'This'gives'meaning\making'
' ' ' ' ' 'and'social'understanding'in'






¥  Principle'1:' ' 'Movements'are'self\generated,'
' ' ' ' ' 'aﬀect\driven,'prospec;ve,'inten;onal'
' ' ' ' ' 'acts.'
¥  Sa;sfac;on'in'movement'in'acquiring'‘goals’.'
'
¥  Principle'2:' ' 'Movements'are'made'in'concert'
' ' ' ' ' 'with'social'others,'sharing'inten;ons.'
¥  Sa;sfac;on'in'coordinated'interpersonal'sensorimotor'
acts,'e.g.'dancing'
¥  Together:'' ' 'This'gives'meaning\making'and'social'
' ' ' ' ' 'understanding'in'intersubjec;ve'
































































































Neonatal Movement Analysis 
 
 
Neonatal Unit Studio 
Parent-infant motion, 
video, and audio capture: 
 
¥  500Hz Qualisys  
¥  Double digital video 
¥  Double digital audio  
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Testing for ? in Limb Displacements 
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?-coupling in Limb Displacements 
8 Normal Term Birth Babies; 480 movements 




























































' ' ' 'anatomically*subcor/cal,'but''
































































































































































































































































' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '(Porges,'2011,'pp.'203)'

















Pre-verbal Infant-Parent Narratives 
 
c.f. Malloch & Trevarthen (2008). Communicative Musicality: Exploring the basis of  human companionship. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
Characters of  a Narrative Sequence 
 (i) opening; ah, kiss, & engagement  
 (ii) build; regular Regular 1.6/1.8 s bars and regular durations ca. 0.5 s 
 (iii) climax; baby joins in on beat with arm wiggle and coo 
 (iv) close; baby coo and mother coo w/ final lengthening 
 
Mother:''ah'''''kiss''''''''gu'goo'''''''''''''gu'goo''''''''''''''''gu'goo'''''''''''''gu'goo''''''''''''''''gu'goo''''''''''ooooh'




Non-verbal Autist-Therapist Narratives 
¥  ÔIntensive InteractionÕ therapist with an autistic teenager   
¥  Non-verbal, violent, anti-social, and dangerous.   
¥  bite and scratch care-takers.   
¥  taken into a special home. 







































Mutual Joy in Intersubjective Contact 
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Sensorimotor Intentionality &  
Prospective Control 
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Narrative Projects in Mother-Infant & 
Child-Therapist Interaction 
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Thank you. 
'
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